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Abstract: Grinding is an abrasive machining operation used to improve the surface quality
of a work item and achieve dimensional precision. Grinding is the process of removing
material from a work piece using a grinding wheel as a cutting tool. Surface roughness and
material removal rate are essential output responses for production quality and quantity in
grinding. Out-of-roundness is another essential output metric in cylindrical grinding. It is the
difference between the lowest and maximum radius of a cylindrical work piece's radial run
out. Various grinding procedures are described in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

The grinding process is utilised as both a finishing and machining technique. A grinding
wheel is used as a cutting tool, and material is removed from the work piece in the same way
as milling or turning is done [1]. Instead of a single huge cutting edge, grits on the grinding
wheel surface generate a multitude of little cutting edges, all of which work together at high
speeds. After then, each grit can remove a small quantity of material from the work piece [2].
A high surface quality and high tolerances can be attained on the component because to the
small size of the chip formed by each grit and the vast number of grits. In general, there are
two types of grinding processes: rough grinding and fine grinding. Rough grinding, also
known as precision grinding, is used to grind castings and weldments with portable grinders
or pedestal grinders, whereas fine grinding, also known as precision grinding, is used to
machine materials or jobs that are too difficult to machine with other machining operations or
that require a high surface finish and precise tolerances of the order of 0.02 mm [3]. Grinding
is typically the last finishing operation performed on a work item, so any quality issues, such
as geometrical mistakes or poor surface polish, cannot be passed on to the following
operation. Surface roughness and material removal rate are important output characteristics in
grinding [4]. The finely spaced textured irregularities produced by the cutting tool are known
as surface roughness. Many engineering applications, such as pistons, piston pins,
crankshafts, and so on, require extremely smooth surfaces [5]. The quantity of material
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removed per unit of time is known as the material removal rate. A higher rate of material
removal indicates that the procedure will take less time to finish [6].
TYPES OF GRINDING PROCESS

Cylindrical grinding
The diameters of cylindrical work pieces, cylindrical tapers, shoulders, fillets, cams, and
crankshafts are all ground using cylindrical grinding. The cylindrical work piece is held
between centres and rotated using a dog or chuck in this procedure. Both the work piece and
the grinding wheel spin, albeit in opposite directions. The work piece is fed to the grinding
wheel, and the work piece is traversed past it [7]. The dogs control the traverse of the work
piece, causing the table or wheel to reverse at the conclusion of each stroke. This type of
machine may do two types of operations: traverse grinding and plunge type grinding. In
traverse grinding, the work piece reciprocates while the wheel feeds, resulting in cylinders
that are longer than the wheel's breadth [8]. In plunge type grinding, the work spins in a fixed
position as the wheel feeds, resulting in a cylinder with a length equal to or shorter than the
wheel width. In tool rooms, universal type cylindrical grinders are commonly used to grind
tools [9]. To allow for the grinding of tapers on the work piece, the machine table can be
swivelled at an angle in a horizontal plane [10]. The cylindrical grinding machine has been
demonstrated in figure 1.

Fig. 1 Cylindrical Grinding Machine
Surface Grinding
The most common grinding process is surface grinding, which is used to grind flat surfaces.
Ferrous work pieces are held in surface grinding by a magnetic chuck or magnetic bed
attached to the grinder's work table, whilst non-magnetic materials are held by specific
fixtures, vices, or vacuum chucks. The grinder's horizontal spindle is equipped with a double-
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sided straight wheel. Surface grinding machines are used to perform two sorts of operations:
traverse grinding and plunge grinding [11]. The table reciprocates longitudinally and feeds
laterally after each stroke in traverse grinding. Plunge grinding, on the other hand, drives the
wheel radially into the work piece while the grinding table travels longitudinally, as when
grinding a groove. This form of grinding is mostly used for deburring and dimensioning flatsurfaced items. Figure 2 depicts how a surface grinder works [12].

Internal Grinding
Internal grinding, also known as Naiken, is done with an internal grinder, a cylindrical
grinder, or internal grinding equipment coupled to a universal grinder. The work piece is
stationary, and the rotating axle wheel is used to mill the inner surface of the work piece [13].
Grinding can occasionally be done by rotating the work piece. The grinding procedure
comprises taper and end face grinding, which is similar to cylindrical grinding as shown in
figure 3.

Fig. 2 Cylindrical Grinding Machine
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Fig. 3 Internal Grinding Machine

Centreless Grinding
Centreless grinding is similar to cylindrical grinding, except the work piece is supported by a
combination of a grinding wheel, a regulation wheel, and a work rest blade rather than being
held between centres [14]. While supported on the work rest blade, the work piece is
revolved and travelled across the face to the grinding wheel. The work piece is kept in
contact with the rest blade by the pressure of the revolving grinding wheel and regulating
wheel. The regulating wheel's axis is tilted at an angle of 2° to 10° vertically to provide axial
movement to the work [15]. The amount of metal to be removed determines how many times
the work item must travel between the wheels.

Fig. 4 Centreless Grinding Machine
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CONCLUSION

Various input parameters such as work piece speed, grinding wheel speed, and feed rate have
a greater impact on surface roughness in cylindrical grinding, while depth of cut has the least
impact on material removal rate. The high temperatures experienced at the ground surface
during surface grinding cause residual stresses, and a thin martensitic coating may form on
the component surface, reducing fatigue strength. material, depth of cut, wheel speed, work
piece speed, angle of attack and thickness of chip is also dependent on the work piece and
wheel speeds, size and shape of grains, dry or wet process, fracture toughness of materials
[16] [17] [18].
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